It is possible to deduce quantities of particles and masses of nuclei from a geometry of gravitation and electromagnetism as found for the first time by Rainich. The theory is nothing else than General Relativity completed with a "simple idea" as foreseen by Wheeler. At this place, masses of nuclei are depicted by means of numerical simulations according to geometric equations. The algorithm is linked with chaos, so that the known singularity rule is revealed to be irrelevant.
Introduction: How to guarantee energy conservation
The theory is based on the tensor equations [4] 
in which g ik are the components of metrics, R ik those of the Ricci tensor and F ik those of the electromagnetic field tensor. κ is Einstein's gravitation constant. These equations are known as Einstein-Maxwell equations [1] . As well, here are used the homogeneous Maxwell equations, for force equilibrium and conservation of energy and momentum. The sources of related inhomogeneous equations are replaced by integration constants [3, 6] . Mass, spin, electrical charge, and magnetical momentum are the first integration constants. The geometry resulting from the Einstein-Maxwell equations was already found by Rainich [2] , and derived by a different method in [4] .
On numerical simulations
Analytic solutions (different from zero) based on integration constants lead commonly to singularities. This is seen like an obstacle, as a rule. However, numerical simulations according to the Einstein-Maxwell equations, which are explained in detail in [5] , result in another picture [3] :
Numerical simulations using iterative, non-integrating methods lead always to a boundary at the conjectural particle radius. As well, the actual singularity appears always within a geometric limit. The area within this geometric limit according to observer's coordinates is not locally imaged. The geometric limit is the mathematical reason for the existence of discrete solutions. It has to do with marginal problems, and additionally with chaos, see [3] .
Here, it must be remarked that there is a limit to quantum models. A geometric theory of fields (General Relativity including classical electrodynamics without sources, see Sec. 1) takes particles, nuclei, atoms, &c. as discrete solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell equations. So, only particles can be simulated, which can exist out of a nucleus respectively atom. The simulation is impossible with quarks and bosons with strong and weak interaction as well as the Higgs boson.
In order to support or disprove the theory, one has to do lots of tests, because the particle quantities are integration constants and have to be inserted into the initial conditions (more see [3, 5] ), which are set in the electrovacuum around the particle. Values of integration constants are the input of the simulations. The output is the number of iterations, which is a measure for the stability of the solution. The conversion of physical into normalized values and vice versa is described in detail in [3, 5] . The computation is done for all components along the inclination at a radius, and along the radius (with all inclination values) from outside to inside step by step until geometric limits are reached. The step count (iterations) until the first geometric limit of a metrical component (where the absolute value of the physical component becomes 1) depends on the inserted values of the integration constants. A relatively coarse grid reflects in strong dependences, however, the relevant values of the integration constants are imprecise. Computations with finer grid lead to smaller contrast of the step counts, but the values are more precise. As well, we get correct relevant values of the integration constants, when the geometric limit appears at the conjectural particle radius. Fig. 1 shows tests around the free electron with spin, charge, and magnetic momentum as parameters. As well, the step count above a "threshold" is depicted with a more or less fat "point". The magnetic momentum of the electron arises specially sharply, for the dominant influence. Fig. 2 , and the Oxygen nucleus, Fig. 3 , with mass and charge as parameters. (Spin and magnetic momentum are here zero.) The fact, that one can see the masses of proton and deuteron in Fig. 2 , led to following idea: The influence of mass to metrics prevails in a certain distance from the conjectural particle resp. nucleus radius. It could be possible to set the remaining parameters to zero. It was necessary in the tests according to Fig. 3,4 ,5 to "pile up" the data. For it, several test series with slightly different parameters (mostly initial radius) have been done, and the related step counts (the output) have been added. So the "noise" from rounding errors is successively suppressed. With 80 bit floating point registers, the rounding error is in the 20th decimal. As well, the relative deviation of difference quotients from related differential quotients in the first step is roughly 10 −20 -that is the limit, where one can see at all the influence of chaos. 
